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Despite several open seats at 
the start of  the semester, Student 
Union Senate has high hopes for 
its plans this fall. 

For the past few terms, the 
Senate has faced difficulty 
recruiting students to represent 
the Sam Fox School of  Design & 
Visual Arts. With a requirement 
of  having at least two students 
from each undergraduate school 
on campus, the absence of  these 
delegates leaves the impression 
of  underrepresentation for some 
schools.

Although the College of  Arts 
& Sciences also has four open 
seats, Senate Speaker Leigha 
Empson, a senior in the College 
of  Arts & Sciences, attributed 
these openings to senators gradu-
ating or going abroad rather than 
a lack of  interest. The Sam Fox 
seats, however, have presented 
more of  a struggle to the Senate.

“The Sam Fox seats have been 
a challenge over the last few 
terms,” Empson said. “We strug-
gled a little bit just because of  the 
size of  the school; there is not as 
big of  a pool to draw from.”

Despite the setback, Empson 
remains positive. 

“Right now, we have one 
architecture senator, one open 
architecture seat and two open 
art seats. Our goal this semester 
is to get those seats filled through 
the elections in November,” she 
said.

“We’re going to reach out to 
the Art School council to try to 
figure out who are some of  the 

leaders from that school who 
would be willing to come in and 
represent their school on Senate.”

Joshua Stevens, a freshman 
from the College of  Architecture, 
has already filled one empty 
Senate seat. He credits the dif-
ficulty filling the open Sam Fox 
seats to the fact that students 
in that school tend to have less 
free time than those from other 
schools.  

“I know in the Colleges of  Art 
and Architecture, a lot of  our 
work is very time-consuming, so 
I think there is the illusion that 
students might not have the time 
to commit to this kind of  organi-
zation or project,” Stevens said. 
“But I think that in a lot of  ways 
it’s very manageable if  you try to 
make it that way.”

Another issue that the Senate 
faces is a lack of  name recogni-
tion. Freshman Erin DeNardo, 
an engineering student, said most 
students don’t know what the 
Senate actually does. 

“I just wish that the Senate was 
more accessible to the general 
population,” DeNardo said.  

Empson explained that the 
Senate has recognized this prob-
lem and will be working on 
advertising its purposes and goals 
to the student body this semester. 

“Our job is kind of  twofold. 
The first thing that we do is act 
as a liaison with the administra-
tion, so if  they have plans, they’ll 
get feedback from us. The big-
ger thing we do is projects such 
as the app that now tracks the 
Circulator so you can see where 
it is on your phone,” Empson 
said. 

As a part of  the advocating 
portion of  Student Union, the 
Senate works with the admin-
istration to bring forward the 
concerns and ideas of  the student 
body. 

“I think that we have a really 
great administration that is really 
willing to work with Senate 
and really willing to make the 
changes on campus based on 
what students want,” Empson 
said. “I think that the biggest 
problem they face is that they 
don’t hear feedback from stu-
dents; they’re not hanging out 
in the dorms to hear that people 
wish the Circulator was on time 
or things like that,” Empson 
noted. 

The Senate hopes to present 
the students’ ideas so that they 
can be put into action in the 
greater University community. 
Over the summer, Student Union 
sent out a survey to the student 
body about classes and pro-
grams that students feel might 
be missing from the University’s 
repertoire. 

Though Empson admitted that 
it could be difficult to put some 
ideas into motion within the span 
of  the four years one has as an 
undergraduate, the Senate has 
been relatively successful in com-
pleting some of  its projects in a 
short period of  time. 

For students wishing to have 
their voices heard by the Senate, 
Empson suggests attending one 
of  their weekly meetings in the 
Danforth University Center. 

“They’re always open; students 
are always welcome to come in 
and share their ideas,” she said.

Senate seeks student recognition 
amid open Sam Fox School seats
EMILY SCHIENVAR
CONTRIBUTING REPORTER

SCENES FROM LOUFEST

Two armed robberies within 
a mile of  the Danforth Campus 
in the last several days have left 
students increasingly aware of  
off-campus safety issues.

Both robberies happened 
during the day, one at gun-
point and the other involving 
a pocket knife. No one was 
injured in either incident—
one that occurred on Skinker 
Boulevard by the intersection 
with Waterman Avenue, the 
other three blocks north of  the 
Tivoli Theatre.

The first of  the two crimes 
involved a 24-year-old part-time 
student who was walking on 
Skinker around 6 p.m. Thursday 
when a man asked to use his 
cell phone. He let the man use 
the phone, and the man said he 
wanted to keep it, according to 
police reports. The suspect then 
allegedly displayed a handgun 
and demanded the victim’s wal-
let before running off  with both.

On Saturday, two women 
were walking on the 6300 block 
of  Clemens Ave. when a man 
approached them and demanded 
their purses while displaying 
a pocket knife, according to 

Cluster of off-campus 
daytime robberies cause 
student safety concerns

MICHAEL TABB
SENIOR NEWS EDITOR

MICHAEL TABB | STUDENT LIFE

Armed robberies on Skinker Boulevard and Clemens Avenue join a summer 
robbery on Skinker as recent incidents involving crime near campus. Wash-
ington University Chief of Police Don Strom said he still considers the area 
northeast of campus  safe.
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SEE ROBBERIES, PAGE 2

From hot chocolate to artisan 
coffees to bubble tea—whatever 
comes next, the students will 
decide.

The space in Ursa’s previously 
occupied by Bloom Coffee—and 
in previous years a hot choco-
late bar—has been renamed The 
Incubator, a space where stu-
dents can voice their opinions 
about what they’d like to see.

“What we want to do in that 
space is have it be a sound-
ing board for students,” April 
Powell, director of  marketing 
and communications for Dining 
Services, said.

Powell explained that The 
Incubator will house a large bul-
letin board on which students 
can write and post comments or 
suggestions about what they’d 
like to see in the space. Dining 

‘Incubator’ Ursa’s 
space to be dictated 
by student feedback

BECKY PRAGER
NEWS EDITOR

A blackboard in The Incubator in Ursa’s advertises Sweet Bubble, the current 
occupant of the space. The space will be filled according to student opinions 
posted on a bulletin board.

SEE URSA’S, PAGE 2

ALEX LEICHENGER | STUDENT LIFE

LEAH KUCERA | STUDENT LIFE

[FROM TOP TO BOTTOM]: Nicholas Petricca and Kevin Ray of Walk the Moon 
play a set at LouFest; Alex Ebert of Edward Sharpe and the Magnetic Zeros 
crowdsurfs; Brittany Howard, lead singer of the Alabama Shakes, is pictured. 
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MONDAY 9                        
ISOLATED THUNDERSTORMS
98 / 71

TUESDAY 10
SUNNY
98 / 69

WEDNESDAY 11
PARTLY CLOUDY
97 / 70

September 5
Larceny— At 11:30 a.m., a student’s ID 
card was used to make unauthorized 
purchases in Bear’s Den. The loss is valued 
at $40. 
Disposition: Pending

Robbery—A male victim reported he 
was walking on Skinker Boulevard near 
Waterman Avenue at about 6 p.m. when 
the suspect asked to use his cell phone. He 
allowed the suspect to use the phone, and 
then the suspect said he wanted to keep 
it. The suspect then displayed a handgun 
and demanded the victim’s wallet before 
fleeing on foot to the east. The victim was 
not physically injured. St. Louis Police are 
investigating. 
Disposition: Pending

September 6
Robbery—Two females were walking 
in the 6300 block of Clemens Ave. when 
they were approached by a male who 
demanded their purses and displayed a 
knife. The suspect then fled to the west. 
The females were not physically injured. 
University City police are investigating. 
Disposition: Pending

MONDAY 9
Assembly Series—Author, Eula Biss
Mallinckrodt Center, Edison Theatre, 7 p.m. 
Eula Biss is the author of “Notes From No 
Man’s Land,” this year’s First Year Reading 
Program selection. This event is free and 
open to the public. 

TUESDAY 10
Campus Blood Drive
Various locations throughout the Danforth 
and Medical Campuses, 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Donate blood at the first of four 
University-wide blood drives at eight 
locations throughout Wash. U. All 
students, staff and faculty are encouraged 
to participate by donating or volunteering. 
This event is sponsored by the Community 
Service Office.

Tuesday Tea @ 3
Danforth University Center, Tisch 
Commons, 3 p.m.
Relax and gather with friends and 
colleagues over tea and cookies and learn 
about the events scheduled for the week. 

WEDNESDAY 11
Department of Music Concert
560 Music Center, Recital Hall, 7:30 p.m.
Contemporary music by violinist Wolfgang 
David and pianist David Gompper. This 
event is free and open to the public.

EVENT
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“I just wish that the 

Senate was more 

accessible to the 

general population,”

- Erin DeNardo, 

Freshman

theflipside

Washington University’s third Lesbian, 
Gay, Bisexual and Transgender Coordinator 
in four years hopes to continue the work of  
her two predecessors in the leadership role.

When Michael Brown left the position in 
September 2009, the difficulty securing his 
replacement meant that the University spent 
most of  the 2009-10 year without an official 
LGBT coordinator. His ultimate replace-
ment, Saida Bonifield, left in Januray of  
2013 to become Assistant Director of  the 
LGBT Resource Center at the University of  
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.

Christine Dolan, who was hired for the 
position in July, earned a master’s of  educa-
tion in higher education and student affairs 
from the University of  Vermont in May. 
Having worked at various LGBT and multi-
cultural center student groups as a graduate 
student, Dolan is no stranger to interacting 
in college identity spaces.

“My initial goal is to listen and to take 
in what has been done,” Dolan said. “I am 
passionate about supporting marginalized 
communities. I want to be an advocate to, 
for and with these communities.”

According to the LGBT Student 
Involvement and Leadership website, the 
coordinator works with the students, faculty 
and staff  to support the University’s LGBT 
community. 

“I have the title of  coordinator, but there 
are so many people who do this work across 
campus,” Dolan said.  “As opposed to other 
campuses I’ve worked on, the structure 
here is more decentralized. This promotes 
collaboration as well as autonomy and 
independence for students.”

Dolan has already begun working as an 
advisor to various LGBT student groups 
on campus including Pride Alliance, Open, 
Safe Zones and Transcending Gender, as 
well as with newer groups such as Queer 
People of  Color (Q.P.O.C.) and Athlete 
Allies to establish a stronger foothold in the 
community.

Dolan will meet with the boards of  
four of  the larger LGBT student groups, 
Pride Alliance, Open, Safe Zones and 
Transcending Gender, weekly.

“They have incredible leadership. As an 
advisor, my job is to support, encourage and 
challenge,” Dolan said.

In addition, Dolan expressed eagerness 

to work with smaller student groups like 
Athlete Allies and Q.P.O.C., which offer 
safe spaces for students to support and 
speak with each other.

“I really believe in affinity spaces that 
intersect with two identities. Students who 
may not feel comfortable accessing big 
spaces like Pride can know they can come 
together in this sort of  safe setting,” Dolan 
said.

Senior Vinita Chaudhry, a founding 
member of  Q.P.O.C., shared a similar senti-
ment in working with Dolan.

“I am really looking forward to work-
ing with Christine [Dolan] to solidify what 
Q.P.O.C. can be on our campus,” she said. 
“Christine [Dolan] has experience working 
with a similar organization…and I believe 
we’ll definitely benefit from [Dolan’s] 
experience.”

Dolan is thankful that previous LGBT 
coordinators have already established a 
strong foundation for developing the LGBT 
community on campus.  

“I feel so grateful for all the work Michael 
[Brown] and Saida [Bonifield] have done. 
They have created many connections and 
networks,” Dolan said. “I have big shoes 
to fill. I’m grateful for the foundations 
they’ve built for deeper work which I hope 
to continue.”

Chaudhry was a member of  the search 
committee that selected Dolan last 
semester.

“I believe that she is an excellent addition 
to LGBT life at Wash U,” Chaudhry said. 
“She brings a new kind of  energy to cam-
pus…and she will be an incredibly reliable 
resource to Wash. U. LGBT students and 
allies.”

Christine Dolan hired as new 
campus LGBT coordinator
CALLA ZHOU
CONTRIBUTING REPORTER

NEWS IN BRIEF
CAMPUS
Dr. Helen Power, a lecturer of  English 
and coordinator of  Women’s Studies, 
passed away at 77 on Tuesday, Sept. 3 
after suffering a heart attack at her home 
in St. Louis. A memorial service was 
scheduled at 4 p.m. Sunday.

Washington University launched a 
Climate Change Initiative aimed at “ex-
panding scientific research, education and 
public understanding of  global climate 
change.” A main goal is to add one intro-
level course by fall 2014.

Student Life’s print issue and website 
were both named finalists in the 2013 
Associated Collegiate Press’ Pacemaker 
contest.

LOCAL
The St. Louis Art Fair in Clayton cel-
ebrated its 20th year over the weekend. It 
featured 181 international artists.

Jack in the Box paid a St. Louis man $20 
million after he sued the chain for failing 
to prevent a fight in a Gravois Avenue 
location in June 2010. The man can no 
longer walk or feed himself. 

NATIONAL
A tenured creative writing professor at 
Michigan State University was fired after 
a video of  his, in which he called Repub-
licans cheap old people who’ve “already 
raped this country and gotten everything 
out of  it they possibly could,” went viral.

At the end of  a multifaceted two-year 
effort by Harvard Business School to pro-
mote female students’ success, students 
and professors report heightened female 
participation and more women winning 
academic awards.

You may not always remember your 
first 60 days—at least, not of  your sopho-
more year.

Washington University’s new 
Sophomore 60 program isn’t intended 
to compete with First 40 and make 
sophomore year as memorable as the 
freshman experience. However, the pro-
gram is analogous in offering a cohesive 
catalog of  events aimed at streamlining 
programming.

The events included are intended to 
help sophomores make new friends and 
tap into existing University resources to 
make important decisions like choosing 
a major or deciding whether to study 
abroad, according to Matt DeVoll, dean 
for sophomores in the College of  Arts & 
Sciences.

“We wanted an organized sense of  
programming so students would be able 
to find these resources,” DeVoll said.

Rather than introducing any new 
events, the Sophomore 60 pulls a vari-
ety of  showcases offered to students 
throughout the University into a coher-
ent sense of  programming.

Additionally, the University has begun 
an e-newsletter called The Sophomore 
Bulletin, sent out the first Monday of  
every month with information regarding 
upcoming deadlines and opportunities 
for sophomores. In the past, such a news-
letter was sent out to Arts & Sciences 
students. The new version will have 
information pertinent to sophomores 
across the University.

Approximately 60 percent of  students 
opened the newsletter, DeVoll said. He 
hopes readership will continue to be this 
high throughout the year.

“I think that the events put on during 

the beginning of  freshman year was [sic] 
much more prominent in my college life 
since everyone was incredibly eager and 
anxious to mingle,” sophomore Arjay 
Parhar said. “I think now as a sopho-
more, more people are set in their ways 
and are content with their connections. 
I haven’t noticed the Sophomore 60 pro-
gramming too much so far since for me 
it’s been less about connecting and more 
about reconnecting.”

Some of  the major events include an 
Arts & Sciences Major-Minor Fair, the 
Study Abroad Showcase and GPS, a 
sophomore career-planning event. 

Junior Sydney Kapp believes the con-
cept of  giving sophomore students access 
to all resources in one spot is a good one, 
though she is unsure of  how necessary it 
is to label the first 60 days as an event.

“I don’t know why there needed to 
be an event as opposed to just a way for 
students to have the information pre-
sented to them,” Kapp said. “I do think 
that having the reminders will be really 
helpful for sophomores, though. There’s 
definitely a lot that happens during soph-
omore year, and I think it’ll be useful 
for sophomores to go to these events so 
they’re not overwhelmed with decisions 
once the time comes around.”

According to DeVoll, the initial steps 
of  creating the program were based on 
working with preexisting events, but 
he hopes that student feedback in an 
upcoming survey will provide sugges-
tions for things to add. 

“There are two key purposes of  doing 
this,” DeVoll said. “One is to simply 
share the information with the students, 
and the second is to make sure that they 
know that we care about them and we’re 
being thoughtful about their needs, aca-
demic and otherwise.”

New Sophomore 60 
gives old events new 
branding, cohesion
DIVYA KUMAR
SENIOR NEWS EDITOR

a police report. The crime happened 
around 2 p.m., but the University did 
not specify whether the victims were 
students.

The crimes have left some off-cam-
pus students concerned for their safety, 
though many said they are still more 
comfortable during daylight hours.

“The main thing it will change, for 
me, is the level to which I am aware of  
my surroundings at all times of  day,” 
said Alison Tune, a senior who lives on 
Waterman.

Don Strom, chief  of  police for 
the Washington University Police 
Department, said that he still considers 
the neighborhood around the northeast 
corner of  campus to be safe.

“It’s not unheard of, of  course, to have 
incidents that happen during daylight 
hours. But we don’t typically see a lot of  
that,” Strom said.

Thursday’s crime parallels a July rob-
bery in the parking lot of  the Public 
Affairs building adjacent to Kayak’s 
Cafe.

In that case, a student was standing at 
a bike rack in the 276 Skinker Boulevard 
parking lot when a man exited his car 
and demanded the student’s cell phone 
at gunpoint. The man then took the stu-
dent’s backpack before fleeing the scene.

“People need to be conscious of  what’s 
going on around them while they’re 
walking, and should try not to be dis-
tracted by other things,” Strom said. “It 
doesn’t mean because it’s daylight that 
we should let our guard down and not 
be observant of  those things going on 
around us or recognize that there might 
be people watching to see if  you’ve got a 
cell phone and trying to grab it. 

“There is that sense during the daytime 
while you are walking that other people 
are more likely to see what’s happen-
ing…so I don’t think it’s a false sense of  
security,” Strom added.

Senior Katie Gong, who lived on 
Pershing Avenue last summer, said she 
typically felt safer in the area during the 
day, though the recent robberies—espe-
cially the one by Kayak’s—have worried 
her.

“At night, I rarely walked home by 
myself, and my friends gave me rides 
home if  I was at their places,” Gong said. 
“But seeing the incidences that have hap-
pened in the past couple of  months have 
made me nervous, especially the one that 
happened in the Kayak’s parking lot.” 

The University City Police Department 
and St. Louis Metropolitan Police 
Department could not be reached for 
comment.

ROBBERIES FROM PAGE 1

Services will use these comments to eval-
uate the station currently in place.

“It will help us generate ideas that we 
as a team can flesh out and put it to a 
vote,” Powell said. “Closing in on the 
end of  the semester, we can say, ‘Here’s 
what we’ve received.’”

The Incubator currently houses Sweet 
Bubble, which serves bubble tea and 
crepes. While crepes are an old staple at 
Ursa’s, the bubble tea is a new addition 
this year.

Powell said that Sweet Bubble is not 
necessarily permanent but that Dining 
Services is doing a trial period to see 
how students react.

“We’re using it as a testing ground to 
see what students want,” Powell said. “It 
gives us an opportunity to see if  [Sweet 
Bubble] would work somewhere else on 
campus.” 

There have also been some physical 
changes in the construction of  Ursa’s, 
including removing the physical bar-
rier between the space in which The 
Incubator currently resides and the rest 
of  Ursa’s. 

“They took out the wall between the 
two, so it’s not as congested, and it’s a 
different feel,” Nadeem Siddiqui, Dining 
Services resident district manager, said.

URSA’S FROM PAGE 1



Student blogs at Washington University offer 
delicious taco recipes, advice from local community 
members, entertaining online dating experiences, 
fashion tips and humorous posts that read like journal 
entries about the life of  a college student. The blogs 
allow students to indulge their creativity and share 
their interests, while readers can enjoy and learn 
from the work of  their peers. With original titles that 
include “Fooducated,” “Wash U Faces,” How to 
Self  Haze,” “Style by MJ,” “Tuck This,” and “Fifty 
Shades of  Cox,” the blogs maintain very different 
focuses. Here is a look at popular online blogs written 
by Wash U students.

“FOODUCATED”
Jolijt Tamanaha, a junior political 

science major from New York created 
“Fooducated” in November of  her fresh-
man year. 

“I decided to make it my goal to eat every 
single thing on the campus menu by the end 
of  freshman year,” Tamanaha said. 

With more than 80,000 views, 
“Fooducated” offers dorm and home 
cooking recipes as well as reviews of  local 
food and dining hall favorites. It features 
positive and negative reviews of  school 
food, meaning Wash U students can count 
on “Fooducated” to find their best meal 
options. For example, Tamanaha writes that 
after eating the Masala Lamb Quesadilla 
from Bear’s Den Tuesday WUrld Fusion 
station, she “couldn’t help but smile,” while 
Artichoke and Tomato Pizza from Bear’s 
Den simply “wasn’t very interesting.”  

As Tamanaha enters her junior year, her 
blog will transition from dorm to apartment 
cooking and eating. She has begun writing 
recipes that are both interesting and easy—
and do not require a measuring cup. 

“My blog has shifted focus from campus 
food to what you’re eating in your own 
apartment,” she said. 

“Fooducated” also presents helpful tips, 
from “The Best Mac n’ Cheeses at Paws & 
Go,” to a video on how to cook pancakes in 
your dorm microwave. Searching for a good 
meal? Select “Best WashU Dishes” on the 
“Find the Posts You’re Looking For” menu 
or “When Parents Pay” if  you have family 
visiting. 

Tamanaha has found a following in 
her friends, classmates, and even people 
outside of  the Wash U community. The 
“Fooducated” Facebook page has received 
383 likes that come from a range of  ages.

“STYLE BY MJ”
A blog created by senior Marissa 

Pomerance, “Style By MJ” offers fashion 
tips for any season or occasion. “Style 
By MJ” will tell you what to wear for all 
weather conditions, from chilly winter 
mornings to humid summer nights. 

A political science major, Pomerance 
uses her blog to express her creativity 
and share her personal style. According 
to her blog, she “hopes to inspire read-
ers to find their own style through her 
passionate exploration of  the world of  
fashion.” 

Recent posts include “The Wishlist: 
August Edit,” “The Room Makeover,” 
and “What to Wear in West Hollywood.” 
Look into “Style By MJ” for more fash-
ion posts from a student’s perspective.

“WASH. U. 
FACES”

Created by 
senior Andrew 
Koh, “Wash U 
Faces” connects students to members of the 
community. Koh, an architecture major, started 
the blog last summer when he realized that Al 
Estes, a trumpet player, performed every day 
outside Chipotle.

“I went to get a notebook and pen at Dick 
Blick Art Company and asked if he would be 
willing to write something down and if I could 
get a picture,” Koh said. 

The Tumblr blog, which launched in July, 
shows photos of various community mem-
bers and quotes in which they offer advice to 
students. David Choi, owner of Seoul Taco on 
The Loop, thanks students for their “constant 
support,” while Andy Heaslet, Alternative 
Transportation Coordinator, advises us to “get 
a bike and ride it around this big, beautiful brick 
city!”

According to Koh, the blogging experience 
has been very rewarding as he meets members 
of the community, takes photos, and designs 
the blog. 

“I’m planning to do it all through senior year 
and I want to keep doing it as long as I’m living 
in St. Louis,” he said.

Check out “Wash U Faces” for a link to 
members of the St. Louis community. 

 
“HOW TO 
SELF-HAZE” 

Catalina Ouyang 
uses her blog “How to 
Self-Haze” to chron-
icle her adventures 
with OkCupid, an 
online dating service.  
A junior studio art 
major with a minor 
in creative writing, 
Ouyang began the blog in May 2012, at the end 
of her freshman year. Although Ouyang is not 
looking to date any of the men she meets, she 
enjoys using her blog as a creative exercise. She 
names the men with acronyms to keep their 
identities anonymous. 

“I write the entries as I happen to go on 
dates,” Ouyang said. “I was pretty active on it 
for the first few months.”

Ouyang prefers to use OkCupid when she is 
home in New Jersey or traveling to other states 
and countries. She tries to avoid dates with 
members of the St. Louis community, because 
she finds that they are typically connected to 
Wash U in some way.  

With more than 40 posts, “How to Self-
Haze” has become a popular blog on campus.

“I’ve had random people come up to me at 
parties and say, ‘oh yeah, you’re the blog girl’” 
Ouyang said.  

After focusing on art in high school, Ouyang 
has enjoyed using her blog to ease back into 
writing. She likes to keep a log of the people 
she meets and the interesting experiences that 
dates with strangers can offer. 

The blog’s most recent post, “OkCupid 
Montreal Edition: Don’t Go Dutch” takes us 
through an uncomfortable date with “prosaic 
and superficial” conversation and a “too-large 
meal.”

Read “How to Self-Haze” for the full story 
and OkCupid expeditions in other cities. 

“TUCK THIS”
Written by Melissa Tucker, “Tuck This” 

aims to describe the freshman year with the 
motto “honesty is the only policy.” Tucker, a 
sophomore considering majoring in psychol-
ogy or English, began the blog in the fall of her 
freshman year as an independent project for her 
architecture Design Process class. However, the 
blog quickly transformed from an assignment to 
a personal blog about transitioning to college.

“I was just feeling like people weren’t being 
that honest with me about the realities of fresh-
man year,” Tucker said. 

Tucker began originally blogged everyday for 
her class and now prefers to write every other 

week. She says that the blog became therapeutic 
as she eased into her freshman year. 

Like Ouyang, Tucker has gained campus 
recognition from her blog.

“There are so many people who come up 
to me and say ‘this is so creepy but I read your 
blog,” she said.

“Tuck This” features original posts that 
discuss sick days in college, the benefits of  
befriending upperclassmen, and the drama 
of unpaid internships. The blog offers many 
categories including dorm living, health, 
independence, “not knowing what to do with 
your life,” school, social life, and “what you left 
behind.”  

 A personal blog with a lot of readers requires 
discretion, as Tucker tries to avoid controver-
sial topics and write relatable and sometimes 
humorous posts. 

“I really think about what’s going on with 
me and whether it’s also happening to a lot of  
people,” she said.

Go to “Tuck This” for an honest account 
of freshman year and advice for succeeding in 
college. 

“FIFTY SHADES OF COX” 
Inspired by “Tuck This,” sophomore Cristina 

Cox started her blog, “Fifty Shades of Cox” 
to explore simple, everyday happenings in an 
original and humorous way. Among the various 
posts are stories that function as journal entries, 
including accounts of airport security struggles, 
exercising at the gym, and quitting youth sports. 

Cox began her blog freshman year after 
writing a final paper for the class “Latino 
Experiences in the United States,” called “Fifty 
Shades of Latina—the Internal Monologue of  
a Confused White Girl.” She posted part of her 
paper to the blog and quickly received positive 
reactions from friends and floormates.

Originally, Cox uploaded posts to her blog 
once a week. However, she now prefers to blog 
when inspiration hits through a random experi-
ence or a strange interaction with a stranger.

“Fifty Shades is a weird celebration of the 
mundane things that happen during the day,” 
Cox said.

Cox’s favorite post, entitled “The Skeleton 
in My Closet,” records her thirty-minute battle 
with a six-inch cockroach, involving two dozen 
plastic bags and pest spray. After winning the 
battle, Cox shouts “For Narnia,” before return-
ing to work.

Explore “Fifty Shades of Cox,” for more 
dramatic and entertaining stories.
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Talk about greedy. Banks take your money and drive up profits. Credit unions 
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‘RUSH,’
SEPT. 27

In case 
you missed 
it, Formula 
One racing is 
cool again. 
This cool-
ness is based 
mostly on the 
incredible 
documentary 
“Senna” 
from 2010, 
but director 
Ron Howard 
(“Cinderella 
Man” and 
many others) 
is reckoning 
that race-
cars will 
continue to bring people to the theater. “Rush” is the 
story of  the rivalry between two of  the best drivers of  
the 1970s, James Hunt (Chris Hemsworth) and Niki 
Lauda (Daniel Bruhl). Hunt is a party boy who gets 
passed in the rankings by the more dedicated Lauda. A 
near-deadly crash leaves Lauda with serious burns, but 
the now-friendly rivalry helps Lauda get back on the 
track. Hemsworth is almost too obvious for his part, 
but getting to see Bruhl again (who was so fun to hate 
as the sniper in “Inglourious Basterds”) makes up for 
it on the acting side of  things. On the directing side, 
Howard has been hit-or-miss of  late, but this feel-good 
sports story doesn’t offer too many difficulties. If  it is a 
Howard hit, it could be very good. If  not, Hemsworth 
takes his shirt off  at least twice in the trailer, so 
there’s probably even more time with him shirtless in 
the movie. If  nothing else, as a biopic, this certainly 
belongs in the fall season. 
–Trevor Leuzinger

‘SHORT TERM 12,’
SEPT. 13

The 2 1/2-minute 
trailer for “Short 
Term 12” is possibly 
the most emotional 
piece of filmmak-
ing I have seen this 
year. Since it’s a 
story about a young 
woman working at 
a foster care facility 
while simultane-
ously struggling with 
relationships and her 
past, there are under-
standably a lot of  
emotions contend-
ing within the film. 
Brie Larson has had various small roles in Hollywood but finally 
has her chance to shine here as the lead, Grace. The movie 
won both the Audience and Grand Jury prizes at the South by 
Southwest film festival, with great acclaim going to Larson and 
writer-director Destin Cretton. “Short Term 12,” which is his 
second feature film, is based on his own experiences working 
in a foster home facility, which helps explain the powerful story 
told here. Larson is only 23, and this starring role may catapult 
her into the starlet section of the A-list with Jennifer Lawrence 
and Shailene Woodley. The film is not available on wide-release 
but will be coming to St. Louis, and I fully intend to see what 
many critics have thought of as the best movie of the year.
–Trevor Leuzinger

Shop where the Dealers Shop

Washington University (Apply Ad)
Ad Size:  3.22 x 3”
Run Dates:  9/9

Applicants Wanted
Seniors & Grad Students...

Make a Difference & Launch your Career.
Apply by Sept. 30 for 

Spring/Summer 2014 assignments.

peacecorps.gov/apply 
Campus Office: 314.935.4166 or peace@wustl.edu
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FALL MOVIE PREVIEW: PART I
Cadenza Staff

Fall is in the air, or for St. Louis, at least the weather is out of  the triple digits. With September comes the end of  the 
summer blockbusters and the first glimpse of  Oscar jockeying. The precise science of  movie release dates is understood 
by few, but here at Cadenza, we will attempt to help you navigate the muck to find the movies worth seeing this fall. 

First up, the month of  September.

$9 BUCKETS
All day, everyday

Budweiser • Bud Select  
• Bud Light • Busch

Mix and Match buckets of 5

$7.95 LUNCH SPECIALS
Monday-Friday

LATE NIGHT HAPPY HOUR
10 p.m. to close every night

$3.50 all drafts • $2.50 all wells

HAPPY HOUR
3 to 6 p.m. everyday

$3.50 all drafts • $2.50 all wells
$2 off all apps and wings

BURGER NIGHT
$4.95 Chef’s Best Burger & Fries

5 to 10 p.m. every Monday

WILD WEDNESDAY
All Day Happy Hour

Trivia Night hosted by  
Tenacious Trivia at 8 p.m.

SATURDAY & SUNDAY BRUNCH
Free Mimosa with Entree

Served from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.

NOW fEATURING  
THE NfL SUNDAY TICKET 

fOR ALL GAmES                                            

www.marketpubhouse.com
6655 Delmar Blvd • 314.727.8880

premIerthe

sports pub In the Loop!

‘BLUE CAPRICE,’
SEPT. 13

In 2002, the Washington, D.C., metro area was 
subject to a string of  killings. The killers were tracked 
down, and the attacks have mostly been removed from 
the national consciousness. “Blue Caprice,” named 
for the car the killers used, revisits those terrible days. 
First-time director Alexandre Moors has received rave 
reviews for his deft control and novel approach to the 
subject. Far more than a dramatized documentary 
or biopic, the movie digs deep into the psychology 
of  John Allen Muhammad and Lee Boyd Malvo 
(played by Isaiah Washington and Tequan Richmond, 
respectively). But rather than vilify them for it, “Blue 
Caprice” delves into the larger cultural forces that can 
drive someone to commit such atrocities. It is not an 
easy film to watch, but critics have raved about it as it 
has made its way through the festival circuit, especially 
over the acting of  the two leads. Malvo was a minor at 
the time of  the killings and looked up to Muhammad 
as a father figure, and the movie explores this relation-
ship in depth. The movie is not for the faint of  heart; 
the story alone is haunting, but its basis in reality 
makes it even more chilling. Still, for the viewer willing 
to explore the darker side of  humanity, this is an indie 
movie to look out for this fall. 
–Trevor Leuzinger

‘PRISONERS,’
SEPT. 20

Two young girls are kidnapped from their neighbor-
hood. Sounds like a job for a superhero. Well, Hugh 
Jackman is playing the father of  one of  the girls, but 
his role is not Wolverine or even Jean Valjean (who 
had superhuman strength and grace). Jackman has 
top billing, but the movie has a stacked cast, with 
Jake Gyllenhaal (“Brokeback Mountain”) playing 
the policeman in charge of  the case, Maria Bello (“A 
History of  Violence”) as Jackman’s wife and Terrence 
Howard (“Crash”) and Viola Davis (“The Help”) as the 
parents of  the other kidnapped girl. The prime suspect 
is Alex Jones, played by the delightfully greasy Paul 
Dano (“There Will Be Blood”). Gyllenhaal’s detective 
is not effective enough for Jackman’s liking, so the lat-
ter takes matters into his own hands. The trailer for the 
movie indicates at some point that the girls have been 
missing for four days, and other movies have taught me 
that after 48 hours, it is usually too late, so Jackman’s 
distress is reasonable. Chases, mix-ups and scary 
houses ensue, and either nothing is as it seems or there 
will be a couple unexpected twists.
–Trevor Leuzinger

‘DON JON,’
SEPT. 27

If  you don’t love Joseph Gordon-Levitt…well, you 
should because he basically rules. After getting his 
start on “3rd Rock From The Sun,” Gordon-Levitt cut 
his hair, grew up and became a star with movies like 
“Inception” and “(500) Days of  Summer.” And now, if  
you haven’t been sold by his acting chops and heart-
fluttering good looks, he’s decided to add two more 
occupations to his resume: writer and director. Coming 
out Sept. 27, “Don Jon” tells the story of  a New Jersey 
guy who only cares about a few things in life: his body, 
his pad, his ride, his family, his church, his boys, his 
girls and his porn. His life seems pretty figured out. 
Cue Scarlett Johansson, a “good old-fashioned girl” 
who loves a good romantic comedy and who, after 
discovering his addiction, is not OK with his love of  
pornography. The rest of  the movie deals with their 
conflicting ideas about realistic relationships and hope-
fully teaches each of  them a thing or two about true 
intimacy. The supporting cast includes Julianne Moore, 
Tony Danza and Brie Larson, and the trailer includes 
a scene with Joseph Gordon-Levitt rapping “Good 
Vibrations” while driving. Cue swoon. While the Jersey 
accents seem a little forced, this comedy opens the door 
to ask questions about how we consume certain types 
of  media. Do we have unrealistic expectations because 
of  it? Can we expect to see a movie in which Gordon-
Levitt directed himself  about how to act without a shirt 
on? Guess we will all have to see it to find out. 
–Elena Wandzilak
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The Center of Clayton
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It’s no secret that My Morning Jacket’s live show is an 
essential experience for any dedicated concertgoer, but 
I had doubts as to whether Jim James could capture the 
same magic with a new backing band. Looking particularly 
dapper in a black suit and tie, James quickly put any doubts 
to rest with a set that favored his soulful side more than 
My Morning Jacket’s expansive southern rock. The songs 
from his new solo album, “Regions of  Sound and Light 
of  God,” are decidedly funkier than all but MMJ’s wild-
est experiments (see 2008’s inconsistent “Evil Urges”), but 
James’ band had no trouble locking into its grooves. Rely-
ing heavily on sample loops and the bass guitar that often 
gets drowned out during MMJ shows, it got the crowd, 
even toward the back of  the Forest Park Stage, moving in 
ways The National and Wilco couldn’t.
      For much of  the performance, James’s signature v-
shaped guitar remained perched at the front of  the stage, 
teasing fans hoping for a solo or two. Yet within minutes, 
James won the crowd over with his impeccable showman-
ship, ambling about the stage like some sort of  festival 
shaman. And let’s not forget his now-legendary voice. 
Booming as ever, it stretched to the very furthest reaches of  
Forest Park, blanketing everyone in earshot in its billow-
ing warmth. If  I learned anything Saturday, it was never to 
doubt Jim James. He’s a true master of  the festival circuit, 
able to please regardless of  circumstance.
                                                              - Mark Matousek

Cadenza Staff
Over the weekend, Cadenza attended the fourth-ever LouFest, a music festival in Forest Park. Although it was either 90 
degrees or pouring rain all weekend, the inclement weather didn’t stop the many bands from putting on a great show. 

Here are the five best shows Cadenza saw on Saturday, with accompanying photographs by Leah Kucera. 

One problem with seeing primarily electronic acts is the lin-
gering feeling that you essentially spent money to watch a really 
intricate disc jockey set. (Girl Talk, I’m calling you out here.) A 
relative newcomer to the music industry, Robert DeLong com-
pletely blows away this pre-conception with a high-energy blend 
of EDM beats, unique vocals and incredible drum performances. 

Rising to prominence with the release of his single “Global 
Concepts” earlier this year, DeLong successfully brought a 
late-night club feel to his set without needing gimmicky laser 
lights and strobe effects. Deftly switching between manipulat-
ing joysticks and drumsticks, DeLong brought a physicality to 
his performance that isn’t easily expressed in his recorded work. 
The crowd seemed to get into the spirit as well with the aid of  
DeLong’s crew, who painted his signature orange ‘X’ onto the 
faces and arms of the fans.

And, to answer the rhetorical posed in his single, yeah, I 
f------ danced. With pounds and pounds of camera gear—a feat 
unto itself. 
     - Leah Kucera

Syracuse natives Ra Ra Riot, consisting of  lead 
singer Wes Miles, bassist Mathieu Santos, violinist 
Rebecca Zeller, guitarist Milo Bonacci and drummer 
Kenny Bernard, brought its brand of  strings-infused indie 
to LouFest in a sweaty afternoon spot full of  jumping 
and dancing. It played cuts from all three of  its albums, 
from the one that put it on the map five years ago, “The 
Rhumb Line,” to its more synth-heavy third album of  this 
year, “Beta Love.” Both the cello and the violin sounded 
amazing; it’s achievement enough to be able to hear 
these instruments over synths and guitar, and their crisp 
sound only added to the set. Its best song was “Run My 
Mouth,” a rollicking good time with a cello that dips and 
dives along with Miles’ vocals. Other highlights included 
“Dance With Me,” an upbeat song that got the crowd 
going, especially a group of  girls holding a “Dance with 
US” sign, “For Once,” which showed off  Miles’ skill-
ful falsetto, and “Too Too Too Fast,” an infectious tune 
that features the titular lyrics, said, yes, too too too fast. 
Perhaps due to the heat and the early set time, the crowd 
was small and sparse. The sweltering sun did not affect 
those there, though, and at one point, a giant dust cloud 
rolled through, but they kept on dancing. At the end of  
the set, Miles reminded everyone to stay hydrated. It was 
solid advice after a solid set that should have been better 
attended. It certainly got me to dance with them. 

                                                      - Georgie Morvis

Although it wasn’t filling the Saturday night head-
line slot, The National certainly played like it was. The 
New York-based band walked on stage to uproarious 
applause, setting the tone for its hour-long set with “I 
Should Live in Salt,” from its most-recently released 
album, “Trouble Will Find Me.” The band played 
faultlessly, its characteristic, mesmerizing layers of  
sound coming alive on stage in a way that is impos-
sible to capture on record. One of  the best songs of  the 
night was “Bloodbuzz Ohio,” with lead singer Matt 
Berninger’s husky baritone fueling the frenetic rhythm 
and crescendo of  the song, the haunting horn section 
flourishing in the live festival setting. The song proved 
to be a highlight of  the act, which was composed 
mostly of  The National’s more restrained songs. This 
simplicity is where the band is most comfortable, and 
it shows—the quietness allows the different instru-
ments, be it piano, guitar or violin, to shine as they 
fold over each other. However, after all the musical-
ity on display, Berninger’s vocals truly held up his 
band’s show on Saturday night, alternating between a 
deep, almost enchanting whisper and a scratchy shout 
when the song called for it. The National closed out 
its set with “Terrible Love” from 2010’s album “High 
Violet.” Maybe an odd choice for the grand finale, 
but it worked perfectly at LouFest as the slow build 
allowed the band to showcase its signature styles—the 
quiet minimalism of  its softer songs gathering into a 
gut-punching close with Berninger chanting the refrain 
“It takes an ocean not to break” and the chorus of  the 
band harmonizing behind him. It may not have been 
the end of  the night, but for many, The National’s 
show would prove to be the highlight.
                                                         - Kayla Hollenbaugh

I’d seen Wilco twice before its headlining set Saturday 
night, and both times I was left content, if  not blown 
away. Since I’d heard it’s among the best live bands when 
it’s performing at its peak, I had a nagging feeling I wasn’t 
seeing it at the top of  its game. Its performance at LouFest 
affirmed that feeling as the band tore through a quasi-
greatest hits set with charisma to spare. Beginning with a 
one-two punch from sophomore album “Being There,” it 
hit all but one of  its studio albums, playing through each 
era with an intoxicating vigor.
       At my two previous Wilco shows, I couldn’t shake the 
feeling that the band was a little stiff, leaving much of  the 
fun to the audience. This time was a considerably looser 
affair, carrying the feel of  a particularly spirited rehearsal. 
Perhaps it was LouFest’s relatively modest size, but Jeff  
Tweedy and Co. appeared to be comfortable where they 
had previously seemed overwhelmed.
       The best live acts make an effort to add new flour-
ishes to their recorded work on stage, thus providing the 
audience with an experience distinctly different than 
listening through headphones. Wilco has become a master 
of  transitioning into and out of  extended jams without 
missing a beat, a skill it displayed on multiple occasions 
Saturday night, namely on crowd favorites “Impossible 
Germany” and “Handshake Drugs.” It also has a ten-
dency to unleash its dissonant side live. The occasional 
drum explosions on “Via Chicago” and the raucous outro 
to “Misunderstood” added a welcome hint of  aggression 
to their heartbreaking melodies and surely roused those 
whose exposure to Wilco was limited to “Jesus, Etc.”
       Leaving Forest Park Saturday night, I was exhausted 
but exhilarated, having finally experienced one of  my 
favorite bands at the height of  its power. 
                                                                - Mark Matousek
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FORUM

T
he other day, some 
friends and I were 
indulging in the 
shallow yet ever-

intriguing topic of  attractive 
celebrities. As the girls at the 
table listed off  attractive older 
male movie stars (George 
Clooney, Hugh Grant, Tom 
Cruise, etc.), I was surprised 
to find that my 
male friends 
failed to name 
even one older 
female celebrity 
who they found 
attractive. 

Meryl Streep? 
Julie Andrews? 
Apparently, 
none made the 
cut. These women had hit their 
prime long ago and may never 
again be seen in the eyes of  the 
general public as “attractive.”

But does this even matter? 
Who cares? Old women aren’t 
hot—so what? Sure, on the 
surface, this may seem like an 
inconsequential fact of  life. In 
fact, it has much deeper impli-
cations for the current social 
standing of  women.

For men, age is no enemy. In 
fact, it is often met with pride. 
Men are marketed products 
such as “Touch of  Grey,” a 
hair-dying product that prom-
ises to let men “keep a little 
grey.” The commercials prom-
ise a look of  sophistication 
and experience, indicating the 
appeal of  age in a man.

I think it’s safe to say that 
such a product for women 
would be considered absurd. 
Beauty and youth are far too 
important.

It seems that women every-
where, no matter what their 
purpose, are inextricably linked 
to their appearance.

The vast majority of  success-
ful female recording artists are 
not only selling their music, but 

also their image. Most female 
pop stars strip down to the bare 
minimum in their music videos. 
They subject themselves to 
doing whatever it takes to sell 
a record.

Even female figures whose 
purposes should have nothing 
to do with their appearances 
can’t seem to avoid the topic. 
Hillary Clinton is often scru-
tinized for looking haggard. 
Michelle Obama is more often 

praised for her 
fashion sense 
than for her 
efforts in chil-
dren’s health. 
Sarah Palin 
(although she 
was one of  the 
most imbecilic 
politicians to 
ever enter a 

national competition) faced 
what almost seemed like criti-
cism for being “pretty.” 

Female athletes are similarly 
scrutinized. In 1999, Brandi 
Chastain, a successful soc-
cer player, took her shirt off  
to reveal a sports bra after 
winning a game. Controversy 
swirled surrounding the 
incident—many thought the 
act was inappropriate. They 
were sexualizing a simple and 
common celebratory gesture. 
It goes without saying that if  a 
man had done something simi-
lar, it would have flown under 
the radar. 

We can pretend all we want 
to that times have changed 
and that women and men are 
approaching equality. But 
the point is that even in our 
modern society, women are still 
valued (at least in the sphere of  
pop culture) for beauty above 
all else. 

But we can change this. As 
college students, it’s up to us 
to shape a world where women 
are regarded not through a lens 
of  superficiality but through a 
lens of  scholarship, respect and 
artistry.  

O
n June 1, the 
City of  St. Louis 
became one of  
many cities across 

the country to decriminalize 
marijuana in minor possession 
cases. Since the bill went into 
effect, minor possession cases 
involving fewer than 35 grams 
of  marijuana and violators who 
do not have previous criminal 
charges will no longer result in 
misdemeanor charges in state 
court. Rather than punishing 
offenders with up to a year in 
jail and a $1,000 fine, the new 
bill treats minor possession 
cases like traffic offenses—the 
violator is penalized with a fine 
ranging from $100-500. 

The new bill is mutually 
beneficial for both city residents 
and law enforcement. Treating 
these cases with city fines 

instead of  state misdemeanor 
charges results in revenues 
for the city and a reduction 
in pressure on police, court 
and jail resources. With fewer 
minor possession cases in the 
court system, prosecutors can 
spend more 
time and money 
on more seri-
ous infractions. 
Additionally, 
city residents 
caught with small amounts of  
marijuana are no longer facing 
life-changing consequences for 
a relatively small offense. The 
bill states, “People should not 
possess the controlled substance 
of  marijuana, but also should 
not incur unreasonably harsh 
consequences as a result of  pos-
session of  minor amounts.”

The Riverfront Times 

reported that approximately 
200 minor possession cases 
from 2012 would have been 
eligible to be addressed by the 
city court and fined under the 
new bill.

While this bill is certainly 

beneficial for city residents, 
its effects on Washington 
University students are mini-
mal. Because the bill is only 
applicable within St. Louis city 
limits, the majority of  freshmen 
and sophomores living on the 
South 40 within Clayton city 
limits and the upperclassmen 
living off  campus in University 
City and Clayton are unaffected 

by the bill.
Even if  the University’s loca-

tion were not outside St. Louis 
city lines, the University’s own 
policies would result in harsher 
consequences. In the Office of  
Residential Life’s drug policy, 

the possession 
of  marijuana 
is punished 
with referral 
to the judicial 
administrator 

for disciplinary action, as well 
as possible criminal prosecu-
tion. These consequences can 
be life-changing for a student’s 
academic and professional 
future. And, according to 
ResLife’s published drug policy, 
the punishments for the pos-
session of  marijuana are no 
different from those regarding 
the possession of  other illegal 

and more dangerous drugs.
As St. Louis takes steps to 

lessen the consequences of  
minor possession cases, Wash. 
U. needs to take a look at its 
own drug policies. Lumping all 
drug use together under a single 
policy does not account for the 
differences between individual 
drugs and cases. 

In the past two decades, 20 
states have legalized medical 
marijuana—even more have 
decriminalized possession laws. 
Recently, Washington and 
Colorado legalized recreational 
use of  the drug. As our soci-
ety becomes more tolerant of  
marijuana and continues to dif-
ferentiate it from other drugs, 
Wash. U. needs to rethink the 
severity of  its no-tolerance drug 
policy—the punishment needs 
to fit the crime.

STAFF EDITORIAL

Women:
are we human...

or are we objects?
HANNAH LACAVA
CLASS OF 2017
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The ‘Green Line’: Decriminalization and Wash. U. 
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As St. Louis takes steps to lessen consequences for 
minor possession cases, Washington University 

needs to take a look at its own drug policies.

Even female figures 
whose purposes 

should have nothing 
to do with their ap-

pearances can’t seem 
to avoid the topic.
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thumbs 
down

thumbs 
up

Thumbs down to crime and the 
fear that it causes.

Thumbs down to Bubble Tea  
popping our collective happy 
bubbles by not being open this 
Sunday. 

Thumbs down to the first Mon-
day of classes. Looks like every-
one’s going to have a case of the 
Mondays from here on out. 

Thumbs up to the women’s soc-
cer team for outscoring their 
opponents 24-0 through four 
games.

Thumbs up to the Killers for 
rocking LouFest. We’ll always be 
rooting for Mr. Brightside. 

Thumbs up to senior thesis writ-
ing starting up in full swing. No 
one’s soul is crushed... yet. 

th
umbs up thumbs dow

n

I
t is no secret that, 
compared to other 
developed nations, 
primary and second-

ary education in the United 
States has been lagging. 
What was once the best 
public education system in 
the world now falls behind 
countries such as Finland, 
South Korea and even 
Poland in terms of  overall 
achievement. In order to 
combat this decline, since 
the passage of  the 2001 No 
Child Left Behind Act, the 
U.S. has sanctioned and 
established standardized 
tests in an attempt to bring 
students to grade-level 
proficiency 
no matter 
where they 
are in the 
country. 
After a 
decade of  
implemen-
tation, test 
scores have 
improved, 
but com-
parative proficiency with 
the rest of  the world has 
not. Additionally, in the 
mid-2000s, various studies 
found that high school 
graduates’ skills were not 
up to par with what was 
required for college or 
the modern workplace. 
In order to address these 
problems, the National 
Governor’s Association 
and the Council of  Chief  
State School Officers 
created the Common 
Core Curriculum, which, 
while also focusing on a 
standardized education, 
significantly raises the 
standards and therefore the 
difficulty of  the subjects 
involved.

Some states have for-
mally adopted both the 
Common Core Curriculum 
and its associated tests. 
Many states, however, have 
begun to move backwards, 
attempting to defund the 
program and revoke the 
changes for a variety of  
reasons. The primary 
opposition to the Core 
Curriculum comes from 
conservative organizations 
that worry about federal 
intervention in what they 
believe to be each indi-
vidual state’s responsibility. 
Another concern is that 
implementing a standard-
ized-testing-based system 
irrevocably undermines the 
education itself, leading 
to an educational system 
that “teaches to test” rather 
than teaching necessary 

skills for future education 
or a career.

However, these con-
cerns fail to comprehend 
the current situation: the 
modern economy requires 
a level of  competency that 
American students cur-
rently do not have. While 
in a perfect world, every 
student should be inspired 
and taught such that they 
learn to love the act of  
learning itself, such a focus 
cannot and should not be 
the purpose of  teaching. 
Organizations oppos-
ing the new Common 
Core Standards, namely 
tea party groups such as 
Americans for Prosperity, 
are harming students in 
their attempt to stall what 

they see as 
a liberal 
takeover 
of  educa-
tion and 
effectively 
pursu-
ing the 
creation 
of  an edu-
cational 
dispar-

ity between the states. 
Such differences would 
only perpetuate income 
differences given the close 
correlation between educa-
tion and income and the 
low comparative income of  
the states, such as Georgia, 
that have repealed it.

The other major com-
plaint about the Common 
Core is the difficulty of  
the curriculum. New York, 
which is generally thought 
to have one of  the best pub-
lic education systems in the 
country, recently observed 
a dramatic decline in the 
number of  passing stu-
dents. Whereas under the 
old curriculum, around 
65 percent of  students in 
the third through eighth 
grades passed math and 
55 percent passed English, 
under the new curriculum, 
only 31 percent passed 
each subject. This dramatic 
decline, while certainly 
alarming, may reflect 
teachers’ unfamiliarity 
with the curriculum. It has 
certainly provoked fears 
of  discouraging students. 
Nonetheless, if  our educa-
tion system cannot give 
students an adequate pri-
mary education, I believe 
there should be no need to 
sugarcoat the news. These 
scores, rather than being 
ignored or hidden, should 
serve as a wakeup call and 
hopefully inspire a dra-
matic revitalization within 
America’s public education 
system.

A Common Core
ALEX BERNSTEIN
STAFF COLUMNIST

SOPHIA BROWN | STUDENT LIFE
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Many states have for-
mally adopted both 

the Common Core Cur-
riculum and its associ-
ated tests. Many states, 
however, have begun 
to move backwards...
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SPORTS
Chancellor Mark 

Wrighton was in atten-
dance at a reunion event on 
campus Saturday when he 
learned that Washington 
University’s seventh-
ranked volleyball team 
had tied its match against 
No. 21 Pacific Lutheran 
University at two sets 
apiece. He rushed to the 
Athletic Complex in time 
for the start of  the decisive 
fifth set and became an 
unwitting good luck charm 
for the Bears, who played 
their best set of  the season 
to complete the comeback.

With strong all-around 
play from hitters and 
defenders alike—and 
potentially a little moti-
vation boost from the 
University’s leader—
Wash. U. was the victor of  
the WU/ASICS National 
Invitational tournament, 
beating Ohio Northern 
University Friday (25-
15, 25-18, 25-21) and 
Wittenberg University 
Saturday (25-13, 25-20, 
21-25, 25-13) to go along 
with the five-set defeat of  
PLU (25-20, 21-25, 20-25, 
25-22, 15-4).

The matchup against 
No. 3 Wittenberg was 
supposed to serve as the 
weekend’s main attrac-
tion, but the Bears came 
closest to losing against 
PLU. After squandering a 
one-set lead by losing sets 
two and three, though, the 
Red and Green won a tight 
fourth set and dominated 
the fifth to maintain their 
undefeated record (8-0). 
The match was the Bears’ 
first five-setter in the Field 
House since their play-
off  loss in 2011 and the 
first such occurrence in 
the regular season since 
September 2009.

After freshman Alex 
Sheredy closed the fourth 
set with a kill, Wash. U. 
opened the fifth set with 
four more, and the rattled 
Lutes committed errors 
on six of  the next seven 
points as the Red and 
Green gained an 11-0 

advantage. The Bears relied 
on a well-rounded attack 
to best PLU: five players 
had double-digit kills, led 
by freshman middle hitter 
Caroline Dupont’s 18 (on 
a .593 hitting percentage). 
In the final set, Wash. U. 
hit a blistering .562 while 
Lutheran struggled to a 
-.100 mark.

“Our middles in general 
were pretty unstoppable,” 
head coach Luke Young 
said. “We kind of  got them 
out of  system—that was 
our goal, was to get them 
to push balls to their pins, 
to keep the ball kind of  
spread out.”

Dupont explained that 
the hitters this weekend 
had success finding open-
ings in the opponents’ 
back line and that she 
used “deep angles” when 

attacking.
This tactic proved effec-

tive against Wittenberg 
as well. Dupont again led 
the Red and Green in hit-
ting against the Tigers, 
tallying 17 kills and no 
attack errors en route to 
a .586 hitting percentage, 
and Sheredy added 14 
kills and 16 digs to secure 
her third straight double-
double. For the match, 
Wash. U. hit .329 and held 
Wittenberg to a .110 per-
centage—.056 for players 
besides All-American Kara 
Seidenstricker.

“I think being fresh-
men helps them when they 
don’t have an understand-
ing of  what they’re doing 
right now,” Young noted 
of  the stellar play of  Wash. 
U.’s youngest contributors, 
adding that their approach 

is “kind of  a refreshing 
thing because they haven’t 
sat for a year on the bench 
and paid attention to, like, 
‘Oh, there are some big 
arms across the net.’ They 
are just kind of  recognizing 
that they are big arms.”

Moreover, as the Bears 
continue to develop famil-
iarity with the team’s new 
perimeter defense system, 
holding a team as talented 
as Wittenberg to such a pal-
try offensive output bodes 
well for next week’s tourna-
ment, when the Bears play 
No. 2 Calvin College and 
No. 5 Hope College. 

“They’re learning a new 
system, and they don’t look 
new to it on the court,” 
Young praised. 

One area for improve-
ment that Young 
identified is communi-
cation on balls that fall 
between two defenders.

“There’s a lot of  balls 
that are one step away from 
somebody, and we’re rec-
ognizing those situations 
as opportunities for transi-
tion…it’s just figuring out 
balls that aren’t right in 
somebody’s lap and getting 
it up to a setter,” he said. 

Wash. U. also held 

Lutheran to a .146 percent-
age and Ohio Northern to 
a .109 mark, meaning no 
opponent has yet to hit 
even .150 against the new 
defensive system.

And although the Bears 
are ranked lower than 
both Calvin and Hope, 
Dupont said that defeating 
Wittenberg gives the team 
confidence heading into 
next weekend’s competitive 
clashes. 

“It proves that rankings 
are a number, and ulti-
mately they don’t matter,” 
she said. “We can beat any 
team that we play.”

Volleyball wins tournament to improve to 8-0
ZACH KRAM
STAFF REPORTER

Sophomores Jackie Nelligan (left) and Allison Zastrow team up 
for a block assist against Ohio Northern University on Friday. 
The Bears won that match 3-0 and also defeated Pacific Lutheran 
University and Wittenberg University on Saturday.

BRIAN BENTON | STUDENT LIFE
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ACROSS
1 The Crimson

Tide’s school, for
short

5 Delayed, as in
traffic

10 Boast
14 Fe on the

periodic table
15 Latin bears
16 Bridle strap
17 Ditty
18 Lament over a

loss
19 Light brown
20 Gentle leader’s

quality
23 Cry of surrender
24 Practice for the

LSAT, e.g.
25 Crescent

component
28 Lou Grant

portrayer
31 Tar pits locale
33 Cowboys and

Indians, e.g.
36 Lab gel made

from seaweed
37 Devout petitions

kept to oneself
43 Doughnut’s

middle
44 Gets really wet
45 Voices one’s

view
48 401(k)

alternative
named for a
Delaware sen.

53 Like cool cats
54 1986 Peace

Nobelist Wiesel
57 “The __

Sanction”:
Eastwood thriller
set in the Alps

58 Behind-the-
scenes investor

62 NYC or London
area

64 Bygone
anesthetic

65 Bottom of a shoe
66 Be absolutely

sure
67 April Fool’s antic
68 “Mila 18” author

Leon
69 Jedi guru
70 ’90s White House

cat
71 Confined, with

“up”

DOWN
1 Shellfish soup
2 In the area
3 Tennis great

Seles
4 Beings with halos
5 Kid’s math

homework
6 Pace between a

walk and a run
7 Seize, as power
8 Concerned

person
9 Pet motel

10 One of TV’s
Mavericks

11 Plug in, as a
smartphone

12 What you
breathe

13 African antelope
21 7:50, vis-à-vis

8:00
22 Dean’s list no.
26 Back
27 Valets park them
29 Comic strip shriek
30 Explorer John

and comical
Charlotte

32 Howl at the moon
34 Letters after L
35 Trade jabs
37 “Whoops”
38 “Nah!”

39 Haphazard, as
workmanship

40 Pig holder
41 Former MGM

rival
42 Daisylike fall

bloomer
46 Long, thin fish
47 Rains ice pellets
49 Asks boldly, as for

a loan
50 Turn one’s back

on

51 Land with a rod
52 Slap the cuffs on
55 Emcee’s 

speech
56 Moral principle
59 Des Moines’s

state
60 Quick kiss
61 Slow-moving

vessels
62 Big __ Country
63 Sean’s mom

Yoko

Saturday’s Puzzle Solved
By Jack McInturff 9/9/13

(c)2013 Tribune Content Agency, LLC 9/9/13

Complete the grid so
each row, column and
3-by-3 box (in bold
borders) contains
every digit, 1 to 9. For
strategies on how to
solve Sudoku, visit
www.sudoku.org.uk
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HOW TO PLAY: 
Spell the phrase in 
the grid above it, 
writing each unique 
letter only once. The 
correct solution will 
spell the complete 
phrase along a 
single continuous spelling path 
that moves horizontally, vertically 
and diagonally. Fill the grid from 
square to square - revisiting letters 
as needed to complete the spelling 
path in order. Each letter will appear 
only once in the grid. 
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The sweet taste of  revenge 
seemed so close for the 
Washington University football 
team early in the fourth quarter 
Saturday at No. 9 University of  
Wisconsin-Whitewater. But in 
10 minutes, the Bears’ visions 
of  an upset were shattered by 17 
unanswered Whitewater points, 
leading to a 17-7 loss in the sea-
son opener. 

A year ago, Wash. U. suf-
fered a 34-0 to the then-No. 1 
Warhawks as the Bears com-
mitted four turnovers and 
uncharacteristically gave up 
more than 200 yards on the 
ground. While some would 
applaud the Bears for putting 
on a competitive performance 
this time around, the players 
knew two crucial special teams 
mistakes—a kick-catch interfer-
ence penalty and a punt return 
fumble—cost them a win.

“When you’re in a big 
game like this, every play is a 
big play,” head coach Larry 
Kindbom said. “You’ve got two 
great teams going at it, and if  
you don’t perform on a given 
play, you might lose. Mistakes 
can happen, but you don’t want 
that to happen in a game like 
this.”

With the Bears clinging to a 
7-3 lead in the fourth quarter, 
junior defensive back Chris 
Seager’s interference took away 
15 yards from a 34-yard punt by 
sophomore punter Alec Stanke, 
putting the ball on the Wash. 
U. 30-yard line. Whitewater 

capitalized with a touchdown 
on the next play to grab a 10-7 
lead. Later in the quarter, 
freshman Dylan Newcomb’s 
punt return fumble led to a 
Warhawks possession starting 
at the Bears’ 28-yard line and 
another touchdown. 

“We just didn’t finish,” junior 
defensive back Ryan Bednar 
said. “We aspire to do this, and 
we know we can with the team 
that we have. They caught us 
in a few situations where we 
weren’t in our best shape at the 
end. Bad field positions and 
fatigue may have been factors, 
but it’s no excuse.”

Despite the loss, the Bears are 
far from being demoralized; in 
fact, to the players, the game 
was testimony to their ability to 
compete with the best teams in 
Division III. 

“We all know that winning 
matters most, but it’s one loss,” 
Bednar said. “We’re not going 
to hang our heads over a game 
that was well-fought and, for the 
most part, well-executed. We 
played 10 times better this year 
than last. Everybody believes 
that we can do something spe-
cial this year.” 

The Red and Green dis-
played airtight defense for 
three shutout quarters. The 
Bears pressured Whitewater 
quarterback Matt Behrendt, 
forcing three sacks in the game. 
Kindbom praised his lineback-
ers—junior Fade Oluokun, 
sophomore Matt Goad and 
senior Pete Lowery—plus 
senior defensive lineman Nelson 
Nwumeh, for containing and 

punishing Whitewater’s run 
game with solid hits.   

“We played the interior well, 
and we got stops on most runs,” 
Kindbom said. “Guys were 
feeding off  of  each other, and 
we were playing fast, much 
more than what I’ve been 
around in a while.”

Junior quarterback Eric 
Daginella and the Wash. U. 
offense got off  to a quick start 
with an 80-yard drive, shocking 
a Warhawks defense that gave 
up only 10.2 points-per-game 
last season. Daginella con-
nected with junior wide receiver 
Will Smith for a 29-yard touch-
down pass. 

But the Bears’ rhythm fell 
apart thereafter as Whitewater 
made adjustments to its second-
ary and brought more pressure 
with its linebackers. Daginella 
completed only nine of  his 26 
attempts with one interception, 
and the Bears rushed for only 
53 yards. Wash. U. converted on 
just three of  its 14 third downs 
and gained negative yard-
age during the decisive fourth 
quarter. 

“It certainly doesn’t help the 
team when the offense isn’t 
moving the chains,” Daginella 
said. “I missed a couple of  
shots at the end, but we just 
need to make better plays and 
adjustments during the game no 
matter what the challenge is.”

The Bears will look for 
redemption on Saturday when 
they host Rhodes College at 1 
p.m.

Above, senior Rachel Ing dribbles into the attacking third in the first half of the women’s soccer team’s 5-0 win over 
Central College on Sunday afternoon. Below, junior Tessa Delaney breaks down to try and disrupt the attack of Alayna 
Bailey of Central. Delaney and Ing led the Bears’ defense that held Central to only one shot the entire game Sunday 
afternoon.
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The No. 4 Washington 
University women’s soccer team 
had another dominant weekend, 
combining once again for 12 
goals scored and zero allowed 
in two victories. The Bears 
trounced DePauw University 
Saturday afternoon by a 7-0 
margin after piling on six goals 
in the second half  and posted 
another shutout in a 5-0 vic-
tory against Central College on 
Sunday.

The Bears have yet to allow a 
single goal while scoring 24 of  
their own in only four games.

Wash. U. ended the first half  
against DePauw holding onto a 
slim 1-0 lead off  of  a goal from 
senior forward Becky Berels on a 
cross from junior forward Lillie 
Toaspern. Even with the shot 
disparity at 21-1 after the first 
half, only Berels’ shot found the 
back of  the net for the Bears.

Starting the second half, a 
sudden flurry of  goals wid-
ened the gap. Three goals in an 
eight-minute span by Toaspern, 
sophomore forward Olivia 
Lillegraven and senior forward 
Jessica Johnson changed the 
entire complexion of  the game.

“The patience of  getting the 
ball to the open person instead 
of  to the closest person really 
helped us spread the ball around 
and get their defense stretched 
out a little more [in the second 
half],” head coach Jim Conlon 
said. “Once they’re stretched 
out, that created better passing 
lanes and goal-scoring opportu-
nities. Passing wasn’t as sharp in 
the first half  but got better in the 
second.”

The last three Wash. U. 
goals were tallied by sopho-
more midfielder Liz Collins, 
Johnson—her second of  the 
day—and sophomore midfielder 
Anna Sippel. DePauw had only 
two shots in the game to Wash. 
U.’s 48. 

“Our defense has been really 
organized,” Toaspern said. “It’s 
the first time for some of  them 
playing together, so we’ve been 
focusing a lot in practice on 
communicating and being on the 
same page in the back end.”

“We’re doing a nice job 

getting pressure on the ball in 
the open field,” Conlon added. 
“[Sophomore goalkeeper] Amy 
French is doing a great job of  
managing the space behind the 
back line. They’re doing a fan-
tastic job of  team defense right 
now.”

Both sides had to deal with 
extreme temperatures on the 
field, with heat exhaustion and 
dehydration posing serious con-
cerns during the course of  the 
game. To mitigate the tempera-
ture problem, Conlon kept an 
eye on all of  his players. 

“We had to be very safe, very 
proactive,” he said. “We man-
aged substitutions...so we don’t 
have any heat-related illnesses.”

“We trained all preseason in 
the August heat, and it is kind 
of  exhausting,” said Toaspern, 
“but we’re used to it. We also 
played two games in Memphis, 
Tenn., that were pretty warm. 
We just have to make sure we 
stay hydrated, and we have ice 
towels to cool us down.”

Not only did the Bears have 
to cope with exhaustion in the 
heat on Saturday, but they had 
to come right back on Sunday in 
a game against Central. 

Toaspern started the game 
against Central with a goal in 
the sixth minute, which was fol-
lowed by a goal from senior back 
Darcy Banco in the 19th. Once 
the second half  began, Central’s 
defense opened up even further, 
and Johnson scored her third 
goal of  the weekend, Lillegraven 
notched her team-leading fourth 
goal of  the season and junior 
midfielder Kaylin Balley added 
a goal of  her own.

French and the defense 
stopped the Central attack from 
generating any kind of  offense, 
leading the Bears to a shot 
advantage of  28-1 in the game.

The Bears easily defended 
their home-field advantage with 
the two convincing wins. 

“We like to say that no one 
dances on our ‘W,’” Toaspern 
said. “We love playing at 
[Francis Field] because we own 
it—it’s where we practice and 
where we play.”

Wash. U. hopes to continue its 
home dominance in a Thursday 
night matchup against Illinois 
Wesleyan University at 7:30 p.m.

Women’s soccer rolls to blowout wins, 4-0 record
DANNY SCHWARTZ
STAFF REPORTER

ZOE KLINE | STUDENT LIFE

Whitewater comes back to top 
football behind 17 unanswered 
fourth quarter points

DEREK SHYR
MANAGING EDITOR

Despite scoring two late goals 
in a span of  just more than 
two minutes, the Washington 
University men’s soccer team 
couldn’t muster enough of  a 
rally to defeat No. 13 Dominican 
University Saturday at Francis 
Field. The Bears fell 3-2 for their 
first loss of  the young season 
after winning two games the pre-
vious weekend. 

Dominican (2-0) didn’t take 
long to get on the board first. The 
Stars scored a goal in the 16th 
minute when midfielder Enzo 
Berrini sent a long free kick into 
the penalty box that fellow mid-
fielder Alex Rohder chipped into 
the net. 

The Bears looked to equalize 
in the 21st minute, but senior 
Manny Angel’s shot glanced 
off  and over the crossbar. Four 
minutes later, Dominican scored 
on another set piece, this time 
a short corner kick that led to 
Robbie Baird’s shot that deflected 
past Wash. U. senior goalkeeper 
Jonathan Jebson. 

The Stars went into halftime 
with a 2-0 lead over the Bears, 
and constricting defense and ball 
possession were a key component 
of  Dominican’s dominant first 
half  play. Wash. U. head coach 
Joe Clarke said that the Bears’ 
lack of  ball control contributed to 
their first-half  deficit, and he gave 
credit to Dominican’s defense.

“We were getting up there, but 
we were under more pressure,” 
Clarke said. “We usually have 
more possession, and I think they 
worked hard defensively and gave 
us problems with that.”

In the second half, Clarke 

shifted to an offensive strategy 
by playing three forwards instead 
of  one. The move backfired in 
the 52nd minute as Dominican 
forward Ryan Ybarra juked past 
senior back Nik Patel and kicked 
a goal into the lower left corner 
of  the net.

But the Bears showed their 
resiliency and made Clarke’s 
aggressive move pay off  by 
mounting a late comeback. In the 
77th minute, sophomore forward 
Connor Roach scored his second 
goal of  the season on a rebound 
from a shot by junior back Eric 
Bishop that bounced off  the right 
post. Shortly after, junior mid-
fielder Pay Estakhri kicked the 
ball above the defender to himself  
and beat Dominican goalkeeper 
Gabriel Gongora to pull the 
Bears within one goal.

The Bears had some qual-
ity chances to tie the game, but 
Estakhri’s header went wide right 
in the 83rd minute, and senior 
midfielder Michael Flowers’ 
header narrowly went over the 
crossbar in the 86th minute.

“We’ve been really working on 
those long throw plays, and we 
almost converted twice this time, 
and sadly, it just didn’t work out,” 
Estakhri said.

Despite the loss, Clarke 
focused on the positives for his 
team. 

“We created plenty of  chances 
to score goals in both halves, 
and we fought back, got it to 3-2 
and had two incredible chances 
to tie the game that we missed,” 
he said. “The big thing was that 
there was no quit in the team.” 

The Bears will look to get back 
on track at home on Wednesday 
against Webster University at 
7:30 p.m.

Men’s soccer rally falls 
short vs. Dominican
NICK KAUZLARICH
CONTRIBUTING REPORTER
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The FuTure oF Media  
a discussion wiTh  

 ProFessional conTenT creaTors

Thursday, sepTember 19 • 8 p.m.
women’s Building Formal lounge 

Join us for an evening of discussion on the direction of media creation and consumption in 
our society.  A talented panel of professionals will answer questions and offer thoughts on 
how the media industry will change in the future and what might stay the same.

PanelisTs

Panel discussion will be hosted in the Women’s Formal Lounge starting at 8 pm in the 
Women’s Building. Program will start promptly at 8 so please arrive early. The panel  
discussion will be followed by a reception where guests can interact with the panel  
of experts in the Goldberg Formal Lounge in the Danforth University Center.  
Light refreshments will also be served.

Brian Hamman leads a team at the New York Times  

focused on building new mobile and web based new  

applications. He’s a 2002 graduate of Washington University  

in St. Louis, and former editor-in-chief of Student Life.

Beverly Hacker is the Executive Director of KDHX 88.1 FM,  

a community radio station based in St. Louis

Laura Meckler is an award-winning staff writer for The Wall Street Journal in 

Washington, where she has covered politics and policy since 2005, including 

the 2008 presidential race, the White House during President Barack Obama’s 

first term and his reelection campaign. A graduate of Washington University,  

she was editor-in-chief of Student Life and now serves as president of the  

board of directors for Washington University Student Media, Inc. 

Assistant Professor Philip W. Sewell (Ph.D., University of Wisconsin – 

Madison) teaches media history, theory, and criticism. His forthcoming 

book, Television in the Age of Radio: Modernity, Imagination, and the 

Making of a Medium (Rutgers University Press, Fall/Winter 2013)

Sponsored by:

Student Involvement and Leadership

STUDENT LIFE
THE INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPER OF WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY IN ST LOUIS

Jenifer Langosch has been a beat writer for MLB.com for seven years, 

during which she has covered both the Pittsburgh Pirates and the  

St. Louis Cardinals. A 2007 graduate of the University of  

Missouri-Columbia journalism school, Jenifer has been a  

contributing writer to several newspapers and magazine  

publications, including the Springfield (Mo.) News-Leader,  

the Columbia Missourian and the Cardinals Official Magazine.

Questions? Email Steven.Harowitz@wustl.edu
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